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For Immediate Release:
Nonprofit Accounting Firm Jitasa Announces Big News for Unions
Nonprofit Advocate Jitasa acquires Labor Union Specialists Dynamic Shared Services
Boise, ID---April 3rd, 2015---Today, Jitasa, a local [Boise, Idaho] company specializing in
accounting services for nonprofits, announced the acquisition of the company Dynamic Shared
Services (DSS), a leader in using technology and software-as-a-service to improve the operations
of their clients.
Both organizations have a shared commitment to serving the nonprofit sector, seeking to
streamline processes and raise efficiencies of the nonprofit community while improving their
effectiveness. According to Jeff Russell, the CEO and Founder of Jitasa, “Deciding on this
acquisition was simple. Our decision was based on the answer to a single question: ‘Will our
clients and the clients of DSS be better off before the acquisition or after the acquisition?’ When
it became obvious that collectively we could provide a higher quality solution, it was an easy
decision to make.”
He continued by stating that “Joining forces with DSS allows us to expand our national footprint
and deepen our knowledge base – particularly with 501c5 organizations. We continue to look
for the right opportunities to leverage technology and merge with other firms who share our
passion to make affordable solutions that improve the efficiencies of the nonprofit space.”
This addition will allow unions to gain better control of their organizations while improving the
accuracy and security of their data. Jitasa will also provide unions access to the only software
that combines accounting tasks with membership and dues requirements into a single database.
Andrew Fass, Managing Partner at DSS is positive about these new possibilities, he stated, "We
feel confident this strategic transaction will immediately benefit our clients. Combining Jitasa’s
well-orchestrated delivery model with the labor union specialization of Dynamic Shared Services
will create a new large-scale outsourcing platform that will help labor unions to better focus on
their missions”
Jitasa is excited to combine the expertise that DSS and their employees offer with their Spirit of
Serving Others and their goal to broaden the outreach of the nonprofit sector. Their continued
year over year growth combined with the opportunities this acquisition provides will lead to a
positive future.

